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Annual Report 2020 

Bill Stenberg 
 
     2020 is a year that no one will soon forget. All 
human life throughout the world has been 
devastated by the Covid-19 pandemic, dramatically 
changing the way we live and work. In the midst of 
this global crisis, there are still good things that we 
can and should celebrate. Anniversaries are almost 
always a cause to rejoice. So, the Shoreline 
Education for Awareness (SEA) board, volunteers, 
and members at large want everyone to know that 
SEA turns 30 this year. Known by many locals as 
the folk in blue jackets offering spotting scopes to 
visitors, because of the pandemic, SEA this year is 
planning a different approach: “virtual tours” and 
“virtual seminars.” They plan to use their website 
and Facebook page to set up live and recorded 
sessions for viewing the coastal wildlife and for 
attending “live” and recorded seminars where the 
latest, best research on Oregon’s coastal, marine 
ecosystem will be presented by experts in the field. 
     Founded in 1990 by Bill and Joan Russell and 
Owen and Sara Duvall, this all-volunteer 
organization has been educating and thrilling 
visitors to beautiful Bandon-by-the-Sea’s Coquille 
Point and Face Rock Wayside with the wonders of 
our perennial seabird population (75,000 -100,000) 
who come to these two points in Bandon every 
Summer to mate and to raise their young). At 
Bandon’s two lookouts, visitors are treated to up 
close viewing through SEA’s spotting scopes, 
giving the public moments of awe and wonder as 
they get close-up looks at nesting cormorants, 
oyster catchers, common murres, pigeon 

guillemots, California and glaucous gulls, and (of 
course) the crème de la crème for so many – the 
tufted puffin! 
     SEA also staffs Simpson Reef (just below Cape 
Arago). At Simpson Reef visitors are entertained 
by the pinnipeds that haul out to rest on the reefs 
and islands or feed in the rich waters surrounding 
them. All four species of Oregon’s pinnipeds 
(harbor seals, California Sea Lions, Steller Sea 
Lions, and the biggest of all – Elephant Seals) hang 
out here in numbers from 200 to 2,000. “WOW!” is 
all many of the up to 20,000 annual visitors to all 
three of these overlooks have to say.  
     In 2005 SEA became a Friends Group of the US 
Fish and Wildlife Services, supporting their efforts 
with the Oregon Islands and Bandon Marsh 
National Wildlife Refuges. In addition to assisting 
US Fish and Wildlife, SEA volunteers also partner 
with local state parks, the Oregon Institute of 
Marine Biology, the South Slough National 
Estuarine Reserve, and the Oregon Audubon 
Association. In 2019 SEA began a collaborative 
effort with Oregon and California Audubon, the 
PEW Foundation and many of our coastal 
(continued on Page  4)                    
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A Message from the President 
 
 Hello from S.E.A. (Shoreline Education for Awareness). You may have wondered, where 
are those helpful folks dressed in royal blue, that are usually seen along the cliffs and beach 
shoreline with viewing scopes zeroed in on one of our coastline’s beautiful wildlife specimens.  I 
am happy to report SEA is doing well and still providing education to the public to increase 
awareness and knowledge of shoreline habitats and wildlife along the Oregon Coast while also 
celebrating our 30-year anniversary.  
 Yes, 30 years. SEA was incorporated in 1990 by visionaries like Bill and Joan Russell with 
friends Sara and Owen Duvall. They had a plan to develop a grassroots volunteer interpretive 
organization dedicated to the education of the public about coastal wildlife and habitats on the 
Oregon Coast with an emphasis on Face Rock/Coquille Point in Bandon and Simpson Reef in 
Sunset Bay/Cape Arago State Park south of Charleston.  
 My name is Loren Morris and I am the President of SEA, and though I am sure our founders 
had their own obstacles thank God they didn’t have to contend with a worldwide pandemic that has 
upended our daily lives. Who knows what the new normal will look like until the researchers 
develop a serum that will protect everyone from Covid -19.  With that being said, SEA is still very 
active and has found ways to continue our work. SEA’s volunteers—while practicing social 
distancing—could be found on the beach at Coquille Point during the harbor seal pupping months 
of  March through May, educating our many guests about the harbor seal, it’s life cycle as well as 
keeping the guests at a safe distance from the seal so as not to stress the pregnant females. SEA is 
also involved with beach clean-ups; you will see us on our beaches on a monthly basis keeping the 
beaches and ocean clean. 
 One area I know many of our volunteers and public friends have missed is our Educational 
Seminars that we produce five times a year from January thru May. So I now have more good news, 
SEA just had it’s first seminar of the season via Zoom and had a respectable virtual attendance of 30 
participants. SEA will have more of these Zoom virtual seminars monthly and we will be 
advertising the time and dates inviting the public to attend.  Be sure to check out our website 
frequently for more information. 
 SEA has a creative and dedicated group of volunteers and members, and we are always 
looking to grow our team so we can expand our coverage of the cliffs and beach areas and provide 
even more education to our yearly visitors, especially when we are again allowed to gather in 
groups. If you are interested in learning more about SEA, please visit our web page. If you happen 
to see a royal blue jacket or vest with our SEA logo on the back please say hello!  
 Until that time, stay safe, stay healthy, wear your face mask and practice social distancing. 
The life you save may be your own. 

 

             Loren 

 Loren Morris  
         SEA President 
 

 

www.sea-edu.org 
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Year in Review 

Steve Garrett 
 

In 2020, 31 member numbers paid dues, plus three  
lifetime members for a total of 34.  Of the 34 
memberships 3 are new members for this year! 
Twenty-one of our members have also signed up to 
be volunteers. 

Susan Ryan 
 
 SEA’s revenue comes from many 
sources.  Looking back over the past 6 years, 
income from membership dues averages around 
$1,300 a year, which is about 15% of our 
income.  There are many avenues for additional 
donations from which we have received an average 
of $2,200 a year (25%).  Miscellaneous 
contributions come from the donation boxes at 
events, Face Rock and Simpson Reef overlooks, 
sale of logo items and from generous individuals.   
 Larger funds have come from grants.  In 
2018 Wild Rivers Coast Alliance provided $6,710 
to add to our GoFundMe campaign for 4 new 
Vortex scopes and carbon fiber tripods.  In both 
2019 and 2020 SEA received $7,500 from the PEW 
Foundation to enlist SEA to actively support the 
Rocky Shores Habitat Strategy Initiative.   
 As Friends of USFWS, SEA provides 
support to the Intern program which compensates 4 
to 5 youth hires a year as Bio-techs, Interpretive 
and Refuge Specialists from which SEA receives 
$200 per intern to administer the program.   
 Continued financial support is needed not 
only for general administrative expenses like office 
supplies, insurance, Internet costs and to conduct 
seminars, but to create and publish bird and 
pinniped brochures to help educate the public.    
 

 
Bill Stenberg 

 

    The entire world is fundamentally different. Life 
is not the same since the Covid-19 pandemic broke 
out. The changes continue in small and large form, 
affecting us differently. One such change is in the 
way many people work. For those businesses that 
can, they’ve been able to carry on using virtual 
meetings and online markets. Shoreline Education 
for Awareness is one such business. We have found 
ourselves in our 30th year in existence having to 
make drastic changes to what we do. 
    Always known as “the folks in blue jackets with 
spotting scopes,” the pandemic and its necessary 
“social distancing” precautions have forced us to 
stay off of the points (Coquille Point, Face Rock, 
and Simpson Reef) for fear of transmitting the 
Covid-19 virus to visitors, or vice versa, visitors 
transmitting it to us. Sharing of scopes, standing in 
close contact with others to point out what to look 
at, are things we need to avoid. Change was 
demanded. 
    Enter the virtual meeting place. Who of us had 
even heard of Zoom, and now we are “Zooming” 
everything we do that requires others to join us. 
Team meetings, board meetings, and educational 
seminars: these have become a common occurrence 
for SEA. On July 14 we launched our first 
educational seminar. Dr. Jan Hodder spoke to us 
about “mariculture” – Farming the Sea. It was a 
fascinating look at the many possibilities that exist 
in our oceans to find food for the exploding 
population on our planet. Fish, mollusks, and 
vegetation from our oceans offer humanity another 
source of sustenance. Is it safe? Is it healthy? Is it 
sustainable? After listening carefully to Dr. 
Hodder, I answered these three questions for 
myself with a resounding – MAYBE! 
    For me it comes down to how safely, how 
scientifically sound, and how environmentally 
friendly we do it. If we have learned anything at all 
through the story of man’s use of what nature gives 
us, it’s clear that Earth’s entire ecosystem is 
intertwined. We cannot create change in one area 
without causing a cascading impact on other ones. 
We can look at agriculture – land-based food 
production – to see what harm this has caused. Will 
(continued on next page)                                        

Membership Report Emphasis on Education 

Financial Update 

SEA Board of Directors wishes to thank 
all who contributed articles and  photos 
to this publication. A special thanks 
goes to USFWS Intern, Lila Bowen for 
her assistance. 
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we repeat it in our oceans, or will we proceed 
wisely, carefully, and environmentally friendly? 
    Shoreline Education for Awareness – emphasis 
on EDUCATION – will continue with the mission 
which began 30 years ago, in 1990, to educate 
people by communicating the latest and greatest 
developments in the protection and preservation of 
our marine resources. Knowing that our oceans are 
fed by the world’s rivers, and the rivers carry down 
to the sea what we are creating on the land, SEA’s 
next seminar, at 6:30 PM on August 25, will look 
at this land-based resource through the filter of 
“Regenerative Agriculture.” It will be presented to 
us by Dr. Ann Schmierer, Executive Director of 
Wild Rivers Land Trust in Port Orford. I hope you 
will join us. 

    In the meantime, stay safe, stay healthy, and be 
kind to yourself, to others and to the world in 
which we live. 

environmental organizations and State agencies to 
strategize how all of these organizations and 
agencies can work together with coastal 
communities to identify and to protect Oregon’s 
Rocky Shores Habitat – an essential ingredient in 
the overall health of the world’s marine ecosystem. 
     If you want to learn more about SEA or to wish 
them a Happy Anniversary, visit the website: 
www.sea-edu.org, email at info@sea-edu.org, or 
find them on FaceBook.  

 (SEA volunteer Bill Binnewies with crowd at Simpson Reef) 

     
      

     SEA, Inc. is an all-volunteer non-profit 
organization that is supported solely by 
membership dues and donations from visitors and 
interested members of the public. If you are 
interested in contributing to SEA’s mission, see the 
Member Information on the last page of this annual 
report. 

30 Years Continued 

 
 
 
 

 
            Elizabeth Andrew  

http://sea-edu.org/
mailto:info@sea-edu.org
https://www.facebook.com/Shoreline-Education-for-Awareness-Inc-296945023846720/?epa=SEARCH_BOX
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Our Shoreline... 
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...Our Responsibility 
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Environmental Updates 

Amy Moss Strong, Published in  
Bandon Western World 

 
 During a recent minus tide, people may 
have noticed orange cones on the beach around a 
sea stack. Those cones were put there by Shoreline 
Education for Awareness volunteers who, while not 
policing the beach, are trying their best to keep the 
Black Oystercatcher nests from being disturbed.  
During that morning, the SEA volunteers Diane 
Bilderback and Nancy Bailey, among others, were 
happily educating anyone who asked why they 
were there. Bilderback and her husband Dave have 
been volunteering with both SEA and the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service for many years. 
 "While our Bandon volunteers are 
monitoring Black Oystercatchers here in Bandon 
for the Portland Audubon's Black Oystercatcher 
Project, Nancy Bailey and I were working with the 
Shoreline Education for Awareness group to help 
make visitors to our beach aware that Black 
Oystercatchers nest on rocks near the shore and 
that human presence can disturb them," Bilderback 
said. 
 The nest they were protecting and educating 
the public about was easily seen from the beach. 
There is another nest that is also visible just north 
of Coquille Point, Bilderback said. 
 "Dave and I and other volunteers have been 
monitoring Black Oystercatcher numbers and 
nesting for 12 years now," Bilderback said. "We 
initially volunteered for a USFWS project, 
monitoring nests north and south of Gold Beach. 
But after the gas prices rose, we realized that 
Bandon had a large number of nesting Black 
Oystercatchers right here. And so we decided that 
we should watch all the birds living in Bandon. We 
often have as many as 17 nests and 34 or more 
Black Oystercatchers living on rocky islands in 
Bandon." 
 Black Oystercatchers are a "species of 
concern" as they can only live in a rocky intertidal 
area as they eat mussels, chitons, limpets, crabs and 
other invertebrates. Oregon has 395 miles of 
shoreline, but only 82 miles (21%) are rocky 
intertidal habitat. In 2017, a study on abundance in  

 
 
Oregon showed that there were about 580 Black 
Oystercatchers in Oregon. 
 
Oregon Black Oystercatcher Project 
The Black Oystercatcher is a unique shorebird 
species that is a conspicuous and charismatic bird 
of the coast. Because of their small global 
population size, low reproductive rate, and reliance 
on rocky intertidal habitats, they are considered a 
“species of high conservation concern” and act as 
an indicator of intertidal ecosystem health. 
 Portland Audubon is monitoring Black 
Oystercatchers to provide new information on this 
species biology including an Oregon-wide 
population estimate, nesting success, and human 
disturbance factors. 
 These efforts are informing better 
protection for this species and is also an important 
part of our work to secure better protections for 
Oregon’s iconic rocky shoreline habitat and 
Oregon’s Marine Reserves and Protected Areas. A 
critical part of this project is engagement and 
outreach to local communities up and down the 
coast. 
 Partners: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Friends of Cape Falcon, Haystack Rock Awareness 
Program, U.S. Geological Survey, Friends of 
Haystack Rock, Audubon Society of Lincoln City, 
Cape Arago Audubon Society, Kalmiopsis 
Audubon Society and others. 
 For more information or to train become a 
volunteer (once the COVID-19 pandemic safety 
concerns have been lifted), visit  
audubonportland.org/get-involved/community-
science/black-oystercatcher/ 

Black Oystercatcher 
Project Continues 

Image courtesy of Portland Audubon Society 
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Environmental Updates 

SEA Hits the Beach 

Steve Garrett 

SEA is happy to announce that it is now 
participating in Oregon Shores Conservation 
Collation CoastWatch citizen science program. 
CoastWatch, a citizen monitoring program, 
engages Oregonians in stewardship of their 
shoreline. The program offers education about 
shoreline ecology and natural history along with 
opportunities to contribute data to a variety of 
citizen science projects. Volunteers adopt mile-
long segments of Oregon's coast, observing and 
reporting natural changes and human-induced 
impacts. 

SEA adopted Mile 101 which starts at the 
access point at Face Rock and extends to the access 
point at 8th Street near Table Rock. This section of 
beach was chosen as it encompasses our bird 
nesting sites of Face Rock and Coquille Point. 
Once a quarter, SEA volunteers will walk mile 101 
completing the “CoastWatch Mile-by-Mile 
Observation Report”. It is best to have at least two 
volunteers (though more are welcome!) to observe 
the area and complete the report, taking  
photographs of significant findings. Completed 
reports along with photographs will be entered into 
the CoastWatch data base. The more volunteers 
making the observations the better as there are 
never too many eyes watching the coastline. 
Oftentimes people feel overwhelmed and 
somewhat helpless in making a difference in our 
environmental problems. Rest assured that this 
activity is beneficial in many ways, one of which is 
to help scientists understand trends and some 

possible effects of climate change. It is also a great 
opportunity to get out and enjoy our gorgeous 
coastline with fellow SEA volunteers.  

If you are interested in participating in the 
this activity, please contact the SEA Volunteer 
Coordinator or Steve Garrett. 

Loren Morris 

     With 20 mph north winds blowing beach sand 
sideways on August 10, an intrepid group of SEA 
members and volunteers hit the beach for SEA’s 
monthly Coast Watch Walk.  We began our 
journey at Face Rock and ended at Table Rock, 
SEA’s Coast Watch Mile #101.  SEA members 
were joined by Jesse Jones, Coast Watch Volunteer 
Coordinator and USFWS Bandon Refuge Manager, 
Kate Laquinto.  While practicing social distancing 
and wearing our face masks, we stretched out along 
the beach during a low tide of 1.8 feet.  Along the 
mile journey, we saw 47 people and 4 dogs 
walking, running, playing in the surf and sand, 
surfing, bike riding and sitting watching in awe the 
beautiful sight of a Bandon Beach.  We took note 
of the usual wildlife sightings of birds and harbor 
seals.  Five birds were reported dead, 1 common 
murre and 4 gulls.  The drift-line was scattered 
with rocks, kelp, sea grass and driftwood.  
Thankfully, there were no disturbances or animal 
strandings to report.  The usual garbage was 
found—snack wrappers, cigarette butts, paper 
towels, a child’s shirt, one sandal, various plastic 
debris. Also noted, was a slide or some erosion to 
the side of the Bluff. 
     By the time we reached Table Rock, the end of 
our mile, we were wind-blown and a little chilled, 
but felt very rewarded by a beautiful walk on the 
beach, picking up garbage and taking care of our 
SEA Mile #101.  

SEA Adopts Mile 101 
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Community & Partnership 

    Kate Iaquinto, USFWS Southern Oregon 
Coast Refuge Manager 

A Thank you Note 
     2020 has been quite the year thus far! I would 
be remiss if I didn’t start this note by saying how 
incredibly grateful we are to have the Shoreline 
Education for Awareness as our refuge Friends 
group. Your tireless efforts to educate the public 
about our marine resources and the refuges along 
the southern Oregon coast are admirable and 
appreciated by all of us at the Oregon Coast NWR 
Complex, but also intensely by the public that you 
communicate with and work to educate. Here’s a 
look at the year we’ve had. 
     Last September, we ended our 2019 year with a 
trip to Alaska. Loren Morris, Robin McCreery and 
I attended the Peer-to-Peer 2019 workshop in 
Homer, AK with other Friends groups from the 
Pacific Northwest, Alaska, Hawaii, and the Pacific 
Islands. It was a great opportunity for us to meet 
and mingle with other friends groups and their 
USFWS representatives, and to learn a good deal 
about the things that we all struggle with regardless 
of membership or location. I think that it was a 
great opportunity and I’m glad that we went. As we 
move into our next year, I’m hoping that we can 
continue to remember our experiences there. One 
of our action items from the meeting was to 
establish an annual meeting with the other Friends 
group of the Complex, the Haystack Rock 
Awareness Program, and the staff of the USFWS 
Complex office in Newport. We tentatively 
planned this before COVID-19 hit, and I’m looking 
forward to figuring out a socially distanced version 
at least for now.  
     COVID-19 has given us all a run for our money. 
Even now there is a lot of uncertainty about what 
the future will bring. When the pandemic first 
began, it seemed unlikely that SEA could continue 
their work, but where there’s a will, there’s a way 
and the group is charging forward. There’s a lot 
that SEA can do, even during this time to continue 
to strengthen our partnership and continue their 
mission of educating the public about Oregon’s 
south coast natural resources! I’m really looking 
forward to the upcoming seminar series on Zoom. 

And, I’ve loved the progress the group has made in 
engaging folks on social media. 
     But with all that is happening in the world, this 
spring was especially challenging. The pandemic, 
put a lock down on many things, but people kept 
coming to the beach. It was quiet for a while, but as 
things began to open back up more and more 
visitors were out. Due to budget issues at OPRD, 
again caused by the pandemic, hours on the beach 
by beach rangers were greatly reduced, leading to a 
lack of on the ground monitoring of people’s 
activities. This has led to at least a perceived 
increase in violations including the use of drones, 
climbing on rocks, and unfortunately unleashed 
pets around harbor seal pups. As most of you 
reading this know, harbor seals have their pups 
each year along the Oregon coast. In April and 
May, the youngest of pups, who cannot care for or 
feed themselves are sometimes left on the beach by 
their mother while she goes to hunt for food. These 
pups are extremely vulnerable at this time, and 
while the mother will return, if the pups are left on 
busy beaches like the beach at Coquille Point, it 
may be exposed to a host of unwanted human 
attention. While in an average year, SEA and 
friends, do a great job of guarding these pups, this 
year it was with masks, social distancing, and 
without the additional assistance of refuge 
volunteers, staff, and limited help from beach 
rangers. SEA was there to protect these pups 
through an informal seal patrol, talking to many 
people and educating them about these vulnerable 
creatures. 
     SEA has also continued to be a witness, by 
reporting the increases in law enforcement issues 
being seen out on the beach. Drones and people 
climbing on rocks continue to be an issue as 
enforcement is down. But SEA’s members and 
boards have kept an eye out and continue to 
document these issues so that the USFWS can fight 
internally for more enforcement to help protect our 
critical resources. 
     All in all, it was a wonderful year on the Oregon 
Coast and SEA was there, meeting their mission, 
pandemic or not. Who knows what the future of 
COVID-19 will bring, but one thing that I can 
count on is SEA to be there, supporting USFWS 
and providing an essential service to the public on 
the Oregon Coast.  
An update from the South Coast Refuges: 
     Aside from thanking SEA for the wonderful 

Partnership Corner — 

Refuge Notes 
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Community & Partnership 

work that they are doing, I’d like to take this time 
to update you on various refuge projects. 
     New Office, Overlook, and Trail – Bandon 
Marsh NWR has been a busy place lately. There 
are three projects that we are hoping to have 
finished and opened up this fall. The new overlook 
that replaced the viewing deck at the Ni-les’tun 
Marsh has opened. This fall, when the rains return, 
we’ll be doing some native plantings there in 
collaboration with the Coos Watershed 
Association. The office is currently under 
construction but the structure itself is built. 
Finishing touches are underway and we hope to 
move in soon. SEA will have office space in the 
new office and we hope that this enables us to work 
even more closely. Lastly, we are working on 
developing a new trail called the Myrtlewood 
Grove Nature Trail. It is about a mile long trail, 
consisting of two loops in the area north of the 
office. We hope that all three of these projects will 
be finished and opened in time for National 
Wildlife Refuge week in mid-October.  
     Coquille Point Gorse and Stairway Project – We 
continue to work in collaboration with the Gorse 
Action Group to eradicate gorse at Coquille Point. 
Just last month, we completed a project in 
collaboration with the Powers family, Willamette 
Valley Forestry, Jensen’s Tree Service and Liza 
Ehle from Windward Gardens LLC, to remove the 
last remaining large patch of gorse on the headland. 
We will continue to treat the site twice annually as 
we continue to make progress on total eradication 
of gorse from the site. It takes time and persistence, 
but we are making progress. Both the stairway at 
11th street and the barrier at 8th street are slated for 
some upcoming work. Closures of the access ways 
are likely during the rehabilitation, but the work 
will enable us to keep the stairs safe and open in 
the coming years. The 8th street barricade will 
likely be replaced in the next few months and is 
currently out to bid. The 11th street stairway will be 
next year. Stay tuned for more information on that 
project as we get closer to 2021.  
     Crook Point Prairie Restoration – This is the 
first year of a five-year project aimed at restoring 
and conserving coastal prairie habitat at Crook 
Point. We have initiated a cooperative agreement 
with the Institute for Applied Ecology and the FWS 
Coastal Program to work toward improving and 
managing prairie habitat into the future at Crook 
Point. We will be using a variety of techniques 

including invasive species removal, prevention and 
removal of encroaching woody vegetation, and 
native seed collection and propagation for 
plantings, in addition to some wildlife surveys 
including for rare butterflies. We hope to come out 
of the project with a greater knowledge of the 
Crook Point habitats, improved habitat conditions, 
and a management plan for continuing the work 
into the future.  
     Invasive Species Control at Bandon Marsh 
NWR– The refuge continues to make removing 
invasive plants a high priority project. This summer 
we have treated scotch broom, cotoneaster and 
English holly in preparation for the new trail. We 
recently had some awesome e socially distanced 
volunteers assist with Canada thistle removal. In 
2021, we plan to host an invasive plant 
prioritization workshop with partners to help 
prioritize invasive treatments on the refuge. The 
Refuge also recently signed on as a steering 
committee member on the South Coast Cooperative 
Weed Management Area. 
    Mosquito Monitoring on the Ni-les’tun Marsh 
– In June, we hired an independent contractor, 
Vector Disease Control International to come out to 
the refuge and survey for adult and larval 
mosquitoes. The survey concluded that larval 
production on the marsh, while still occurring, has 
not increased since the mosquito problem was 
deemed resolved back in 2016. There were 
however, increased numbers of adults mosquitoes 
documented in traps, which leads us to conclude 
that they are likely being produced on neighboring 
properties.  
     Tufted Puffin Survey – Due to COVID-19 
restrictions, we ended up cancelling our scheduled 
coast-wide tufted puffin survey this year. We were 
however able to get out and survey a few sites 
along the coast. We hope that we will complete this 
survey, visiting and documenting nesting of tufted 
puffins at 60 historical colonies along the coast, in 
2021.  
     New Volunteers and Staff – If you haven’t met 
them yet, we have four resident volunteers this 
summer. Gary Meineken and Julie Schwarze 
started this past March, just prior to the COVID 
shutdown and will be working here year round. 
They mostly assist with maintenance and mowing. 
Kris and Phillip Huckans began this June and have 
been working on our pollinator garden and 
assisting with other refuges tasks including posting 
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(Refuge Notes continued) signs at Coquille Point. 
Cherie Barnes, a SEA intern, was brought on as our 
Refuge Operations intern in July. She will be 
assisting with all refuge projects from 
infrastructure to invasive species and seabird 
biology. Peter Pearsall, our biological technician, 
started in July also and will be working primarily 
on the Crook Point Prairie project amongst other 
refuge duties.      We’ve got a lot going on and we 
are keeping busy. Come by and visit the refuge to 
check out our new projects that are underway. 
While the refuge facilities remain closed for 
protection of staff during the pandemic, our trails 
and public areas remain open, so get outside and 
get some fresh air on the refuge. As always, don’t 
hesitate to contact me or SEA if you have questions 
about things that are happening on the south coast 
Refuges. Stay safe and healthy out there!  
 

      

Want to get involved but don’t have a lot of time? 
Here’s a look at a few upcoming opportunities that 
might suit your schedule and interest: 
 
 Grant Writing  

 Spearheading Beach Clean-ups 

 Baby Seal Watch 

 Bird Observation 

 Puffin Party Planning 

 Tidepool Walks   

 

 
 

Bandon Marsh Overlook Photo Courtesy of Dawn Harris 

 
  

  SEA Board of Directors meets monthly at 2 p.m. 
at the Bandon Marsh USFWS Bunkhouse.  Due to 
the COVID crisis, however, we are currently 
meeting virtually via ZOOM meetings.  All 
members are invited and encouraged to participate 
in the meetings.  If you are interested, please go to 
the SEA website for more information. 
     Annual Education Seminar Season—January 
through August.  2021 dates/times TBA though, 
again, due to COVID this year’s seminars are 
webinars!  More information on our website.   
     October: Annual SEA Meeting (new officer 
elections, educational and meet –n-greet 
opportunities, etc.).  2020 Meeting date/time/
format (in person or virtual meeting) TBA.   

Calendar Events 

Looking Forward 

Project Opportunities 

     COVID-19 has greatly impacted SEA’s ability to maintain a “normal” schedule of events and activi-
ties, and volunteer and public opportunities.  We continue, however, to seek new ways of thinking outside 
the box to keep our mission alive and ongoing.   If anything, COVID has  strengthened our resolve to 
meet the conservation, preservation and education efforts necessary to ensure our shoreline, wildlife, and 
ocean are protected.  Though we may be unable at this time to be together in person, we are definitely to-
gether in Spirit and through virtual platforms as much as possible!  We strive to build and grow our SEA 
community and volunteer alliance.  And, we are always looking to do so inland and further up and down 
the coastline.  SEA welcomes people of all communities to get involved.  The ocean belongs to us all, and 
we to it. 
 
        —Your SEA Board of Directors 
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Shoreline Education for Awareness, Inc. 
Board of Directors 

Loren Morris President, 541-551-1242   Bill Stenberg Vice President, 503-593-5010 

Susan Ryan Treasurer, 541-373-0910   Robin McCreary Social Media, 541-217-8019 
Arlene Esqueda Secretary, 541-551-1258   Anna Diehl Publications Editor, 541-821-1905 
Steve Garrett Membership Coordinator, 541-261-1076 Mary Garrett 541-261-1076 

Raini Williams 406-465-0761    Dan Williams 406-465-0761   
  

Email us at info@sea-edu.org or phone (541) 313-6751 Visit us on the web at: www.sea-edu.org  

Contribute to Shoreline Education for Awareness 
 

Your tax-deductible contribution to Shoreline Education for Awareness directly supports SEA’s 
coastal wildlife interpretation program as it continues its crucial role in the education of local 
residents and the growing number of visitors from around the world. You can also contribute by 
becoming a volunteer. Please use the form below to become a member, make an additional 
contribution to the program, or to indicate your interest in volunteering. 

 

___ Enclosed is my monetary contribution to help support SEA       
___ I would like to volunteer for the wildlife interpretation program          
     
 

Monetary Donations (Check One):  

___ $20 Individual Membership contribution 
___$25 additional          
___ $35 Family Membership (2 or more in same household) contribution 
___ $50 additional 
___$250 Lifetime Membership  
___$100 additional contribution 
___ A contribution in the amount of $_______ 
 
Name:                       

Address:                   

City, State, Zip:                     

Phone and/or E-mail:  

Use the PayPal link on our website or make your tax-deducible check payable to:   

Shoreline Education for Awareness  
P.O. Box 957 

Bandon, Oregon 97411 

mailto:info@sea-edu.org
http://www.sea-edu.org

